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The black sheep

The tall poppies

The quiet achievers

The ugly ducklings

The late bloomers

The rebels

The rabble rousers

The visionaries

The weird and wonderful ones

The crazy ones

United we stand

A formidable force

Peaceful warriors

Are we

Come to awaken, enliven and enlighten mankind

Black sheep; more interesting

Who sings ‘Baa Baa White Sheep?’

Tall poppies have something to say

Listen and rise up yourself

Ugly ducklings

Transform into beautiful swans

And often, late bloomers

Are beautiful; resplendent

Diamonds in the rough

Rebels rebel against tyranny

Rousing the rabble to awaken



Sleeping masses

Visionaries propel mankind forward

Do the masses see what they see now?

Did they see those far-sighted visions when

They thought we were morons?

And tried to shout and shut us down?

Diversity is the spice of life, people

We’d be a race of brainwashed zombies

Had we all been the same

Fancy that?

Nope; thought not

I urge you to begin

If you haven’t already

To think outside limiting confines

Of confounded, stifling boxes

Come out for a much-needed

Breath of fresh, crisp, clean air

If I am rattling your cage;

I encourage you not to get the

Sh!ts

Instead, thank me

For I have just reminded you

That you are in one

Well thanks, you may say

Dripping with sarcasm

Hear me out, precious

I’m going somewhere with this

Think of it as a magical

Side quest

On a grand adventure

As I also lovingly remind you



That you and only you hold that key

To unlock your magnificence

Freeing yourself

Once and for all

To shine

Encouraging others

To shine their beautiful, unique starlight

Brightening the sky

Of our infinite

Internal universes

The next time you want to scream ‘weirdo’

To someone who is different

To that creative soul

To ADHD and Autistic people

Think on that before you yell

We have feelings

Just like you

It is cool to be different

Unique

Always remember the crazy ones

And come join our heartfelt cause

The more the merrier

No hard feelings, promise

Normal is so effing overrated anyway

Yesterday’s news

So, let’s lovingly recycle

Those old, virulent beliefs

Letting bygones be bygones

For it is well known that



Those who are crazy

Enough to think they

Can change the world

Are the ones who do

Boom shaka laka!

Namaste

{My spirit greets your spirit in peace}
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